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Carbon Nanotube–Magnetite
Composites, With Applications to
Developing Unique
Magnetorheological Fluids
The development of carbon nanotube (CNT) based technology is limited in part by the
lack of effective bulk methods for precisely manipulating and aligning nanotubes at the
very fine scale. Moreover, the innate hydrophobic and inert nature of the CNT surface
limits their compatibility with aqueous systems and flexibility for surface chemistry func-
tionalization. This paper assesses the variety of methods developed to couple magneti-
cally susceptible components such as ferromagnetic material with CNTs in order to
overcome these limitations. In addition to reviewing the past 16 years of relevant litera-
ture, our own methods for noncovalent surface coating of CNT’s with magnetite nano-
particles are described. The application of such composites is then explored within the
framework of a magnetorheological (MR) fluid. It is found that the addition of magnetite
nanoparticles to a MR fluid enriches the available MR response, resulting, in some cases,
in an increased sedimentation stability, larger saturation critical stresses, and faster
response to time varying magnetic fields. Finally, our own composite based MR fluid is
discussed, and shown to possess a field dependent response that is a hybrid between that
observed in ferrofluids and conventional MR fluids. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2436581�

Keywords: carbon nanotube, magnetite nanoparticles, magnetorheological,
nanocomposite
ntroduction
Carbon nanotubes �CNT� have received a tremendous amount

f attention due to their unique and highly desirable electrical,
hermal, and mechanical properties �1�. A variety of potential
NT applications exist, however, technology development is in
art hampered by the lack of effective means for manipulating
hese materials at very fine scales �1�. Magnetic actuation of CNTs
ffers a potentially simple means for exerting this necessary con-
rol; however success is dependent on the ability to magnetize the
NT. Due to the absence of any natural CNT paramagnetism �1�,

heir magnetization is only accomplished through hybridization
ith other magnetic materials, in particular cobalt, iron, nickel,

nd gadolinium. In this paper, we review the variety of methods
emonstrated to couple magnetic materials with CNTs, as well as
he performance of the composite as a magnetorheological fluid.

There are three general approaches to creating a magnetic CNT
omposite; magnetic material can be encapsulated �2–7�, incorpo-
ated within the walls �8–15�, or deposited on the outer surface of
he nanotube �16–18�. All three methods have been shown to im-
art some magnetic character to the nanotube. Each approach,
owever also modifies the nanotube in ways that may ultimately
estrict the applications of the composite. Beyond these three ma-
erial addition categories, methods can be further subdivided into
hemical and physical techniques that result in magnetic CNT
omposites. Physical additions include most of the processes in
hich material is encapsulated or imbibed by the nanotube, and as

uch, the majority of the molecular structure is kept intact. Wall
mbedding and outer surface decoration generally require, or in-
uce some change in the wall or outer surface chemistry.
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Filling Techniques for Composite Formation
The earliest methods to create magnetic CNTs followed from

the work of Ajayan and Iijima in 1993 �3�, who successfully dem-
onstrated the oxidative cleavage of CNT end caps and subsequent
filling with nonmagnetic liquid metals. Approaches derived from
the work of Ajayan and Iijima relied upon filling a tube with
magnetically susceptible liquids. Initially this was accomplished
by selectively oxidizing the ends of a fully formed nanotube, and
then using capillary suction to imbibe a volume of liquid metal
into the freshly opened tube �2,3�. This two step process was
executed by first depositing metallic nanoparticles onto a pristine
nanotube outer surface, and then heating the composite material in
air to beyond the melting temperature of the metal. The heating
process both oxidized the tube end caps, as well as liquefied the
metal. With the advent of techniques for creating vertically
aligned, open ended CNTs �19�, several other filling methods were
also established.

In 2002, Bao et al. �4� showed that electrodeposition could be
used to directly create continuous wires of cobalt within vertical
nanotubes on an alumina template. Leonhardt et al. �5� provides a
review of analogous chemical vapor deposition techniques for cre-
ating metal nanowires of iron, nickel, and cobalt within nano-
tubes. In a slightly different approach, Wu et al. �7� demonstrated
that an aqueous solution of Fe and Ni ions could be drawn into a
CNT and, through wet chemistry, form Fe–Ni alloy nanoparticles
within the CNT. Finally, Korneva et al. �6� in 2005, also showed
that an aqueous suspension of magnetic nanoparticles could be
drawn by capillary suction, directly into an open ended nanotube.
Subsequent evaporation of the solvent resulted in nanotubes
loaded with magnetic nanoparticles. Most of these processes in-
volve physical deposition, with minimal molecular modification
of the CNT. In contrast, wall embedding and surface decoration
generally involve significant chemical alterations of the CNT

surface.
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all Embedding and Surface Decoration Pathways
One of the earliest chemical additions of magnetic material to

NTs, performed by Lafdi et al. in 1996, was accomplished
hrough cobalt doping of the graphite electrode used in arc-
ischarge CNT synthesis �10�. The CNTs subsequently produced
rom the doped electrode possessed walls that were infused with
obalt nanoparticles. Alternatively, Rao et al. �11� used pyrolitic
ynthesis, catalyzed by ferrocene, to form CNTs that had a mag-
etic nanoparticle embedded within the tube, at the catalyst an-
horing point. Whereas Lafdi �10� was able to distribute the cobalt
long the entire length of the tube, this latter approach could in-
erently only place a nanoparticle at one point. The methods em-
loyed by Rao were expanded in 2000 and 2001, by Liu et al.
12,13�, and Zhang �15�, respectively. Barnhart �14� provides a
ore complete review of the chemical and physical effects of
etal atom inclusions within CNT walls, as well as the synthesis

athways leading to such composites.
In 2005, Bottini et al. �20� showed that multiwalled CNTs could

e covalently decorated with silica nanoparticles. The protocol
equired a long oxidation step to carboxylate the surface, after
hich various nanoparticle precursor groups could be attached to

he induced surface defects. Extended oxidation in concentrated
itric acid was necessary in order to stud the largely inert pristine
NT surface with reactive carboxylic groups. The protocol stems

rom an established method of using moderate etching periods in
trong oxidizers to create nanotubes of uniform and predictable
ength, with minimal aberrations of the outer surface �21�. By
ramatically extending the etch time, Bottini et al. increased the
urface concentration of carboxyl group defects. As evidenced by
ransmission electron microscope �TEM� imaging of the compos-
te material, the defect concentration was not sufficient to support
otal outer surface coverage by silica nanoparticles.

Georgakilas et al. �16� used a slight variation of this method in
hat same year, to stud the outer wall surface with magnetite.
tilizing � bond stacking, carboxylic defect groups on the CNT

urface were bonded to a pyrene-bearing magnetite nanoparticle,
ith an average diameter of 25 nm. As with other approaches that
tilize surface defects, the coating process resulted in only partial
overage of the tube. Similar work was also presented in 2005 by
toffelbach et al. �18� for decorating the outer surface with mag-
etite, and also in 2006 by Cao et al. �22�. Finally in 2005, Wu et
l. �23� showed that by a similar process, nickel–iron alloy nano-
articles could be grown on the outer surface of the nanotube. In
heir protocol, the nanotube is again subjected to a prolonged
xidative bath in boiling nitric acid, which results in the formation
f carboxylic surface defects. These imperfections provide the
oint of attachment for subsequent nanoparticle precursors. In all
ases, the density of surface defects is insufficient for complete
overage of the nanotubes by magnetic materials.

election Considerations for CNT–Nanoparticle Hy-
ridization Techniques
External magnetic coatings offer the capability of magnetic ac-

uation as well as continued CNT surface functionalization �22�.
s the pristine CNT surface is chemically inert, localized mag-
etic surface groups, attached to the CNT, can provide points of
ttachment for materials that would otherwise not adhere to the
NT. Along those lines, the utility of such coatings, either in
agnetic control or surface functionalization, is limited by the

xtent of surface coverage. One of the goals of our work is to
evelop magnetite surface coating techniques that result in com-
lete coverage of the CNT.

The scientific interest in developing and reviewing the current
echniques for nanotube-to-nanoparticle hybridization is ulti-

ately driven by the needs of the design engineer who wishes to
reate precise multiscale systems. Our particular work is devoted
o hybridization techniques that do not destroy the innate surface

hemistry of either particle.
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Choosing amongst the existing art is dictated mostly by chem-
istry and application criteria of the hybrid materials. For a generic
magnetic application, it may be sufficient to rely solely upon the
incorporation of the magnetic catalyst used during tube synthesis.
This simple approach may prevail for long tubes that eventually
only need one magnetic anchoring point. On the other hand, many
synthetic processes are followed by a cleavage etch that would
create tube segments with no magnetic character. Such situations
can be resolved either by post-etch addition steps of either physi-
cal or chemical nature, or impregnation of the tube wall with
magnetic particles during growth. Tube filling is another option
that offers certain advantages to surface engineering, and can also
be performed in situ with tube growth or post-cleavage etch. Ap-
plications that demand preservation of the outer tube surface
chemistry should look to tube filling techniques. These same
methods have generally also resulted in superior addition of mag-
netic character to the nanotubes.

Other than chemical and design criteria, production cost is cer-
tainly important for choosing a hybridization technique. Surface
additions stem from the acid etch induced carboxylation of the
CNT, which is a relatively low-cost process step. The oxidation of
the surface provides reaction sites that can be harnessed by nu-
merous chemical means to deposit materials on the CNT surface.
In general, these post-synthesis steps are easy to apply, and can be
performed by any laboratory. In contrast, the deposition tech-
niques for in situ tube filling during synthesis require a reaction
chamber set up for the particular chemical vapor deposition
�CVD� process. Most CNT synthesis laboratories already have
such utilities, but groups who purchase CNT might have to con-
sider the added cost of that process in comparison to surface
chemistry methods. The development of simple capillary suction
methods for filling CNT represents a significant departure to this
classical CVD paradigm, creating a low-cost, highly effective tube
filling procedure. Our efforts to develop simple, analogous low-
cost surface encapsulation techniques that preserve the CNT outer
surface chemistry would also provide additional options for the
design engineer.

Method for Total Encapsulation of Carbon Nanotubes
by Magnetite

A surface-preserving encapsulation procedure seemed feasible
through noncovalent bonding between nanoparticles and tubes. In
the absence of a chemical reaction or electrostatic bonding with
surface defects, such a process could most likely proceed from the
minimization of the van der Waals potential between the spherical
nanoparticles and cylindrical nanotubes �24,25�. Kirsch �25� has
shown that for certain geometric and material parameter values,
the van der Waals attraction is greatest between a sphere and
cylinder than for either species to a neighbor of its own kind. In
reality, minimal surface defects always arise from the brief oxida-
tive bath, as prescribed by Liu et al. �21�, used to cut CNTs to a
desired length. In the case of defects, electrostatic interactions
introduce random points of attachment that do not usually support
full tube encapsulation. Not having to depend on defect anchor
points, the desired noncovalent bonding mechanism may result in
full surface coverage.

The CNTs used to explore this technique were acquired from
NanoLabs �Newton, MA�, who carried out the ferrocene pyrolitic
synthesis of 30 nm outer diameter stock multiwalled CNTs. The
synthesis was followed by a 3 h concentrated nitric acid reflux
etch, performed by NanoLabs, that cleaved the stock material into
5 �m long, open-ended segments. TEM inspection coupled with
the low aqueous miscibility confirmed that the outer tube surface
acquired minimal carboxylation defects during the etch. No fur-
ther oxidation steps or chemical treatments were employed after
the etching bath.

To explore the noncovalent bonding mechanism, 10 ml of an
organic ferrofluid �EFH-1, Ferrotec, Nashua, NH�, and a water-

based ferrofluid �MSG-W11, Ferrotec, Nashua, NH� were added
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rop wise to separate Petri dishes each containing 1.0 g dry CNT
amples. Both ferrofluids were constituted of 10 nm magnetite
anoparticles, coated with an appropriate surfactant, and loaded to
% volume fraction in their respective carrier liquid. As expected
rom prior miscibility experiments, the CNTs exhibited strong hy-
rophobicity, and the aqueous ferrofluid did not spontaneously
et the nanotubes. Conversely, the CNTs were immediately wet
y the organic ferrofluid. The contents of each dish were mixed
ith a glass rod, and then washed with excess ethanol into 45 ml
lastic tubes, without any sonication. The tubes were shaken vig-
rously to further mix the materials. The tube contents were sepa-
ately washed with excess ethanol, and then excess kerosene,
hrough a vacuum filtration system. In both cases, a reddish brown
ltrate ensued, with a dark pink colored solid remaining on the
lter paper.
The filtrate was discarded, and the filter paper contents were

ashed with ethanol back into glass vials for storage. Figures 1
nd 2 show TEM micrographs �100 kV acceleration potential� of
oth the oil and water based ferrofluid reaction products in etha-
ol, following 3 h of sonication.

The magnetite particle and CNT diameters can be estimated
rom the TEM images as approximately 10 nm and 30 nm, re-
pectively. These values match the quoted sizes given by the
anufacturers. The initial hydrophobic interaction and poor mis-

ibility between aqueous ferrofluid and CNT may have foretold
he results shown in Fig. 2. The aqueous ferrofluid particles gen-
rally agglomerate with themselves, and occasionally attach to the
urface of the CNT. The sporadic surface deposition may be at-
ributed to the presence of a low concentration of carboxyl surface
efects initiated by the oxidation etch. These defects facilitate
lectrostatic bonding with the charged surfactant group of the
queous ferrofluid magnetite particle. In stark contrast, the organic
errofluid appears to have fully coated the entire CNT. This image
s reproduced in several other TEM micrographs, and indicates
hat our process results in complete CNT coating by magnetite
anoparticles. Based on the conditions of the experiments, nonco-
alent bonding due to van der Waals attraction or surfactant–CNT
urface affinity has produced hybrids with high surface coverage.

oreover, the composite products of the organic reaction can be
tabilized by a surfactant such as CTAB, or SDS and show satis-

ig. 1 TEM of organic ferrofluid nanoparticles bound to a CNT
actory sedimentation stability in water, up to 0.1% volume frac-

ournal of Fluids Engineering
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tion. The composite material alone shows higher stability against
sedimentation in organic media without the aid of any surfactants.

The scanning electron microscope �SEM� image in Fig. 3
shows a larger object, comprised of several of these magnetite/
CNT composites. Considering the dimensions of an individual
strand, as shown in the TEM above, this SEM suggests that sev-
eral composite strands can braid or envelope each other to form a
bamboo structured micron-sized cylinder.

Figures 4 and 5 present static snapshots of the alignment of
these braided composite strands to a lateral and normal induction
field of 20 mT. The composite is clearly manipulated by the field
to remain parallel with the field lines. There is likely a critical
size, or number of strands per cylindrical agglomerate, that is
indicative of steric and perhaps magnetic interactions between in-
dividual composite tubes. This saturation size is supported by the
observation that Figs. 3–5 show a large number of these agglom-
erate braids all with roughly 2.5 �m diameter and 20–30 �m in
length. The manufacturer’s quoted dimensions for the nanotubes
are 30 nm diameter, by 5–20 �m long; considering that a mag-

Fig. 2 TEM of aqueous ferrofluid nanoparticles excluding
CNTs

Fig. 3 SEM of bamboo structured ferrofluid nanoparticle–CNT

composite
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etic coat increases the outer diameter to 60 nm, these braided
gglomerates are comprised of roughly 40–50 individual strands.

Correa-Duarte et al. �26� also achieved complete coverage with
agnetite through a noncovalent bonding mechanism based on

olymer wrapping and layer-by-layer �LbL� electrostatic self-
ssembly. Poly�sodium 4-styrene sulfonate� chains were driven to
rap around the CNT via hydrophobic interactions, thereby en-

apsulating the CNT in a negatively charged polymer coat. The
olymer surface charges then acted as anchors for the subsequent
eposition of magnetic nanoparticles via LbL, and total surface
overage ensued. Pu and Jiang �27� also attempted surface coating
ia extended oxidation to create carboxyl defects on the CNT
urface. These defects served as nucleation sites in the subsequent
hemical synthesis of magnetite from ferrous and ferric salts. This
pproach resulted in the formation of a 10-nm-thick shell of mag-
etite surrounding the CNT. TEM analysis, however, shows a
hell that only covers certain portions of the CNT, as opposed to
he total surface coverage wrought by our noncovalent bonding. In
ontrast to other carboxylation-based methods, however, which
esult in only particle decoration of the CNT surface, Pu and Jiang

ig. 4 Micrograph of composite filaments aligned by 20 mT
eld applied parallel to the page

ig. 5 Micrograph of composite filaments aligned by 20 mT

eld applied normal to the page

32 / Vol. 129, APRIL 2007
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were successful in producing continuous magnetite shells on the
CNT surface, albeit without total surface coverage.

Sedimentation Stability of CNT/Magnetite Composite
Based MR Fluids

Part of the motivation for creating a CNT/magnetite composite
stems from the goal of creating a magneto-rheological �MR� fluid
with increased sedimentation stability. The density of the
magnetite/CNT composite formed by our protocol was approxi-
mately 1.8 g/cm3, which is less than a quarter of that of carbonyl
iron, Fe�CO�5, a material commonly used to form particles for
MR fluids. By comparing the buoyancy of a particle against the
viscous drag experienced as it falls within a fluid, the sedimenta-
tion velocity may be expressed by �28�

V0 = 2��s − � f�ga2/9� �1�

where V0 is the sedimentation velocity; �s and � f are the particle
and fluid densities respectively; a is the particle radius; � is the
viscosity of the fluid; and g is the gravitational acceleration. The
difference in density between a 1-�m-diameter CNT/Fe3O4 com-
posite particle and 1-�m-diameter iron oxide particle should re-
sult in a 17-fold reduction in the sedimentation velocity of the
composite as compared to iron oxide particles, dispersed in water.
Moreover, at high enough volume fractions �above 10%�, the
elongated cylindrical shape of the braided composite particles
should also provide sedimentation stability via the formation of a
percolated network. Pu and Jiang created a composite with similar
density and cylindrical geometry, and found that the sedimenta-
tion stability of their CNT/magnetite composites dispersed in wa-
ter increased with increasing volume fraction. Their result was
attributed to the formation of a percolated support structure that
prevented sedimentation.

The sedimentation stability of MR fluids has been a continual
problem in the development of MR fluid technology �29,30�. The
combination of hollow, lighter weight CNTs with superparamag-
netic �31� magnetite nanoparticles can lead to a unique MR fluid
that does not suffer from sedimentation limitations. The improved
stability may be realized through both the use of composite ma-
terials with lower mass densities as well as particle geometries
such as elongated cylinders that form percolated networks. The
success of these novel MR fluids, however is contingent upon the
preservation of the field-dependent critical stress and modulus
seen in conventional iron oxide and carbonyl iron based MR fluids
�32–35�.

Magnetorheological Fluids and Ferrofluids
Conventional MR fluids date back to their discovery in 1948 by

Rabinow �36�. They followed as a natural magnetic analog to the
electro-rheological fluid patented by Winslow �37� in 1947. De-
pending on the desired effect, the fluids are surfactant-stabilized
suspensions of either dielectric, or paramagnetic micron sized par-
ticles, dispersed in a carrier liquid. Ferrofluids �31� are another
family of magnetically active liquids, whose surfactant stabilized
particle constituents are 10–20 nm in size, and consist of single
domain, permanently magnetized magnetite. Consequently, the re-
sponse of a ferrofluid to a magnetic field is markedly different
from that of an MR fluid �31�.

MR fluids consisting of 1 �m carbonyl iron particles, at 30%
volume fraction, have a maximum critical stress in the range of
10–100 kPa for applied induction fields near 0.2 T �32,34�. The
zero-shear-rate viscosity, which persists until the critical stress is
surpassed, may exceed 1 MPa s. In contrast, the electro-
rheological �ER� effect provides critical stresses typically no
greater than 1 kPa, at fields near 1 kV/mm. This performance
limitation is imposed by impurities within the carrier liquid, oxide
layers on the dispersed particles, and the dielectric breakdown
voltage of the ER suspension carrier fluid. Analogously, the MR

effect is limited by the saturation magnetization of the constituent
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agnetic material. Coating techniques similar to the surface deco-
ation methods we have discussed above have also been used to
vercome these ER limitations by creating a high dielectric con-
tant suspension of urea-coated barium titanate oxalate nanopar-
icles, suspended in silicone oil. The resulting ER fluid exhibits an
nprecedented 130 kPa yield stress without dielectric breakdown
38�.

MR fluids show an apparent viscosity that is dependent on the
pplied magnetic field, shear stress, particle volume fraction, and
arrier viscosity �35�. With the application of a magnetic field at
alues below the saturation value for the paramagnetic material, a
agnetic dipole results according to

m� = 4
3�a3�0�H� �2�

here m� is the particle polarization; a and � are the particle di-
meter and dimensionless susceptibility, respectively; and �0 and

are the free space permeability and applied field, respectively
35�. The induced dipoles interact with one another to form par-
iculate aggregates whose size grow with the square root of
lapsed time �measured from the onset of the magnetic field� �39�.
he particle aggregates grow into longer bundles, and eventually

nto threads extending along the magnetic field lines. Eventually,
hese threads coarsen due to lateral attraction and form crystalline
illars of magnetized particles �34,40�. The formation of aggre-
ates is opposed by Brownian dispersion, and as such the poten-
ial for field induced aggregation versus Brownian dispersion can
e expressed in terms of a governing dimensionless parameter,
ften referred to as a coupling coefficient

� =
���0�H�2a3

18kBT
�3�

here the parameters T and kB are the temperature and Boltzmann
onstants, respectively �35�. For the case ��1, aggregation is
ighly favored, and at ��1, dispersion is favored. The case of
mall � is used as a design parameter for the creation of ferroflu-
ds, or stable dispersions of superparamagnetic nanoparticles in
rganic and aqueous carriers �31�, whereas ��1 commonly re-
ults in MR fluids �35�. Due to the presence of permanent mag-
etic material within ferrofluids, as opposed to the paramagnetic
aterial typically found in MR fluids, the aggregation parameter

or ferrofluids is calculated according to

� =
�0MsH�a3

6kBT
�4�

here �0Ms is the remnant magnetization of the particle �31�.
The reorganization of the MR fluid microstructure due to shear-

ng comes via the interplay of hydrodynamic and magnetic forces.
he ratio of these interactions within an MR fluid forms a second
imensionless parameter known as the Mason number �32,35,41�
hat governs the breakup of magnetic microstructure due to shear

Ma =
9	

2��0�H�2 �5�

here the parameter 	 is the applied shear stress. Alternate gov-
rning dimensionless parameters include a Péclet number �dimen-
ionless time� formed by the ratio of shear rate to the Brownian
iffusion time as well as the particle volume fraction. The Mason
umber �Eq. �5��, Péclet number, and coupling coefficient �Eqs.
3� and �4�� are interrelated via Pe�Ma
�. An analogous ferro-
uidic Mason number can be constructed by the ratio of the ap-
licable Peclet and aggregation parameters. In contrast to MR
uids, the field-independent rheological properties of ferrofluids
educe the utility of a ferrofluidic Mason number.

At low applied fields, where saturation effects are completely
bsent, the Maxwell magnetostatic stress accurately predicts that
he yield stress 	c within MR fluids is proportional to the square
f the applied magnetic field �33�. As the field intensity is in-

reased such that saturation begins to occur at the surface of the

ournal of Fluids Engineering
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dipolar particles, the critical stress �	c� transitions to a weaker
dependence on the applied field, and the elastic modulus �G�
grows linearly with the applied field. Ginder et al. �33� were able
to model this saturation effect and found analytical models for the
critical stress and elastic modulus that accurately predicted the
data for carbonyl iron MR fluids �33,42�

	c = �6��0Ms
1/2H3/2 �6�

G = 3��0MsH �7�

where � is the volume fraction. This saturation effect is amplified
by the increased field density within the small gap between par-
ticles undergoing aggregation. At still higher fields that exceed the
physical saturation magnetization of the magnetic material, the
response becomes field independent and limited only by the satu-
ration of the material and particle volume fraction

	c
sat = 0.086��0Ms

2 �8�

Gsat = 0.3��0Ms
2 �9�

In stark contrast to the performance of MR fluids, ferrofluids do
not display a dramatic change in viscosity as a function of applied
field �43�. There is a marginal change in fluid viscosity at very
small shear rates with an applied field, but at high shear rates or
strong applied fields, the apparent viscosity does not change.
Moreover, an exceedingly small �if any� critical stress exists for
the ferrofluid, irrespective of the applied field �31�. This difference
in response between these two magnetically-active fluids results
from the typical magnitudes of the � parameter previously defined
in Eqs. �3� and �4� for MR and ferrofluids, respectively; for ��1,
as is the case with ferrofluids, persistent filamentous or tertiary
aggregates cannot form even in strong magnetic fields. In the
absence of such a microstructure, the ferrofluid does not exhibit a
critical stress induced by a magnetic field �31�. A field dependent
viscosity is observed in ferrofluids, but is attributed to the torque
of a rotating magnetic field on the nanoparticles themselves �44�.
Represented as an unsymmetric stress tensor within the continuum
description of the ferrofluid, so called negative or zero fluid vis-
cosities can be observed, and are a result of the rotating magnetic
field �45,46�. In the absence of a magnetic field, the viscosity
shows some shear thinning at high shear rates. The apparent vis-
cosity is generally considered to be volume fraction dependent
according to the Einstein relation in the dilute suspension limit
�31�

�

�0
= 1 +

5

2
� �10�

where �0 is the nominal carrier viscosity, and � is the apparent
viscosity of the suspension. Higher order terms can be included to
account for volume fractions beyond the dilute limit �31�.
Whereas MR fluids typically have volume fractions exceeding
30%, commercial ferrofluids do not extend beyond 10%.

Combined MR and Ferrofluids
Several approaches have been taken to improve the magnitude

and speed of MR fluid response �29,47�. Of note are methods for
increasing the field-on viscosity to attain a more solid-like re-
sponse below the critical stress �48�, as well as methods for de-
creasing the response time, or lag between fluctuating field and
particle tracking �49�, and finally increasing the critical stress via
reducing the limitations imposed by magnetic saturation �50�.
These methods tend to employ mixtures of both nano- and micro-
sized magnetic material, which often has the additional benefit of
increasing sedimentation stability �49–51�.

Popplewell et al. �48� explored inverse MR fluids in 1995 to
achieve some of these improvements. A commercial ferrofluid
was used as the carrier liquid, with a suspension of 1 �m glass

beads. It was found that application of a magnetic field induced
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he formation of rudimentary glass bead columnar structures, and
typical MR response ensued, albeit with reduced critical stress.
or bead volume fractions at 60%, and 36 mT induction field, the
ritical stress was about 	c�20 Pa, with an ensuing viscosity of
.4 Pa s. Experiments were repeated with aluminum and iron par-
llel plates, and the iron geometry was found to produce a greater
ivergence in the zero shear rate viscosity. It was proposed that
he lack of magnetic attraction between the aluminum geometry
nd ferrofluid provided a mechanism for slip and hence a reduc-
ion in the zero-shear rate viscosity. Owing to the paramagnetic
ature of both the ferrofluid and iron, and the diamagnetic nature
f aluminum, the ferrofluid magnetically adheres to the iron plate,
nd provides a more accurate measurement of the viscoplastic
olid-like creep response below yield.

The limitations due to saturation and sedimentation were both
xplored by Chin et al. �50� in 2001. Building on prior work by
hule and Ginder �52� and Chen et al. �53�, MR fluids comprised
f micron sized carbonyl particles, interspersed with cylindrical
anoparticles of Co–�–Fe2O3 and CrO2, were created and shown
o have a dramatically increased sedimentation stability and satu-
ation critical stress. The critical stress enhancement was found to
e a strong function of applied magnetic field, with an increase of
0% in a 64 mT field, versus less than 5% for a 16 mT field. This
nhancement phenomenon was attributed to a shielding effect ow-
ng to the greater saturation magnetization found within cobalt

aterials as compared to carbonyl iron.
As was shown by Ginder et al. �33�, saturation begins to limit

he MR effect once the MR particles begin to experience localized
aturation due to the increased field density within the thin gap
etween magnetic particles. By interspersing the gap with nano-
articles of higher magnetic saturation �cobalt materials can have
early double the saturation of purely ferromagnetic species�, the
ncreasing field density can be distributed between MR particles
nd cobalt particles, where the greater saturation of the cobalt can
hield the MR particles from reaching saturation. This shielding
ffect proposed by Ginder is less pronounced at lower fields,
here neither the nanoparticles nor MR particles are near satura-

ion. However, as the field strength increases, the saturation miti-
ated by the nanoparticles results in a greater interaction between
R particles, and hence stronger columnar structures and in-

reased critical stress.
Based purely on nanoparticle MR fluids have also been ex-

lored independently by Kormann et al. �49�. Ferrite nanoparticle
uspensions of roughly 30 nm diameter, and 60% mass fraction,
ere shown to behave as MR fluids. This is in stark contrast to

errofluids with particle sizes only half the diameter, and volume
ractions less than a sixth that value. At zero applied field there
as only a small critical stress resulting from a percolated net-
ork, but as the field was increased to 0.4 T, the critical stress

ose almost to 	c�4000 Pa. The direction of the applied mag-
etic field in 100 Hz AC experiments was not observed to affect

Fig. 6 Custom designed MR
he critical stress, which suggests that the switching speed of the
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nano-MR fluid is less than 5 ms, and there was no lag between the
AC induction field and particle tracking of that field.

Poddar et al. �51� provide a complete comparison of conven-
tional �micron sized�, nanoparticle, and hybrid particle MR fluids.
The essential results are that MR fluids with micron sized particles
exhibit superior critical stress, but poor sedimentation stability.
Conversely, nano-MR fluids are found to have a much smaller
critical stress, but much improved sedimentation stability. Hybrid
systems offer a mix of both desirable qualities, where the actual
performance may be tuned via the use of appropriate materials
and sizes for the micro- and nanoparticles. The performance of an
MR fluid formed by dispersion of our own magnetite/CNT com-
posite in silicon oil differs from both the traditional MR and fer-
rofluid responses.

Magnetorheology of Novel Ferrofluids–CNT (FFCNT)
Particle Suspensions

The ferrofluid–CNT �FFCNT� composite was dispersed in sili-
con oil �100 cSt PDMS oil, siloxane terminated, Gelest Inc., PA�
at 5%, 10%, and 20% w/w fractions. Creep tests were performed
in a parallel plate geometry, with a 40 mm anodized steel rotating
plate, on an AR2000N rheometer �TA Instruments� �see Fig. 6�. A
custom designed MR fixture was employed to produce a uniform
magnetic field normal to the sample �54�.

Several creep experiments at constant shear stress were per-
formed for each of three different stresses and volume fractions,
and four different induction field strengths.

After each experiment, the sample was examined to ensure that
the particles had not settled out of the suspension. The experi-
ments were all conducted at 25°C, and maintained by a Peltier
element below the MR fixture and a small fan that was used to
intermittently cool the induction field coils after prolonged use.
Figure 7 shows a consistent viscosity between samples within the
field off regions. As expected, the rate of strain changes for each
sample as a function of applied induction field, with the highest
field strength resulting in the most diminished strain rate. Once
the field is removed, the strain rate returns to its prefield value,
regardless of the applied field intensity. These experiments were
also repeated with other volume fractions of FFCNT composite.
Figure 8 shows the viscosity shift as a function of increasing
volume fractions. The greatest strain rate is observed at the lowest
volume fraction, as is expected. The shift in zero field strain rate
also appears to vary linearly with increasing volume fraction.

The shear rates for these creep experiments can be determined
and used to evaluate the steady-state shear viscosity �� ,B ,	� as
shown in Figs. 9–11. Apparently irrespective of applied field or
particle mass fraction, these figures show that the FFCNT com-
posite exhibits a critical stress between 20 Pa and 30 Pa. As the
stress is progressively decreased the viscosity diverges and the
fluids become increasingly solid-like. Continued shear thinning,

xture for AR2000 rheometer
albeit at a lesser rate, is expected as the shear stress increases,
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Downl
ntil the carrier viscosity is ultimately attained. As evidenced by
he data, the rate of approach to this minimum is a function of
oth applied field and mass fraction. The 5% fraction reached the
arrier viscosity �0.1 Pa s� by 60 Pa for all field strengths. The
0% and 10% samples exhibit a more gradual asymptotic ap-
roach at stresses 	�60 Pa. Beyond 60 Pa, for all mass fractions,
nd applied induction fields, the test samples approached an infi-
ite shear viscosity nearly equivalent to the carrier viscosity.

To model our CNT/Fe3O4 composite, it is assumed that the
agnetic material lies within an external cylindrical coating of

hickness �, and is composed of randomly oriented superparamag-
etic particles. This formation is a unique departure from the con-
entional carbonyl iron MR fluid particle, because the material
omposition allows for self-interaction in the absence of an ap-
lied external magnetic field. As such, the FFCNT may be con-
idered to possess a combination of ferrofluid and MR particle
roperties. Due to the magnetic character of the hybrid, the aggre-
ation parameter for our composite is likely to follow the ferrof-
uids model, as developed by Rosensweig �31�, with an adjust-

ent for the cylindrical shell geometry �35�. The greatest possible
elf-interaction field between two FFCNT cylinders would be
.56 T, in the limit of favorable alignment of the superparamag-

ig. 7 Strain versus time for 20% w/w FFCNT, at 30 Pa shear
tress, and three different induction fields

ig. 8 Strain versus time for a 30 Pa shear stress and 90 mT

nduction field, at thee different mass fractions
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netic particles whose remnance magnetization is 0.56 T. Equation
�4�, which gives the aggregate parameter for ferrofluids can be
modified for a cylindrical superparamagnetic shell of thickness �,
tube radius a, and composite length L and becomes

�m =
�0MH��� + a�2 − a2�L�

12kBT�ln� L

2� + 2a
� − 0.8� �11�

Calculating the value of this parameter for our magnetite–CNT
composite gives �	630 and the self-interaction potential in the
absence of external fields is therefore much closer to that seen in
conventional MR fluids during actuation by an applied field.
Based on this calculation, magnetic aggregation in the absence of
an external field could be a partial explanation for the existence of
micron-sized cylinders composed of multiple FFCNT threads. In
MR fluids, ��1 leads to spontaneous agglomeration and sample-
spanning structures upon application of an external field, and this
leads to solidification of the entire fluid volume. In contrast,

Fig. 9 Viscosity versus stress for 20% FFCNT at three induc-
tion fields

Fig. 10 Viscosity versus stress for 10% FFCNT at four differ-
ent field strengths, with a Cross model fitting to the zero field

data
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Downl
FCNT aggregation induced by self-interaction appears to termi-
ate after the combination of a sufficient number of individual
hreads.

The response to the imposed fields and shear stresses can also
e quantified by considering an appropriate Mason number for
ach experimental data point. The Mason number as defined in
q. �6� is not correctly formulated for a field responsive fluid
omposed of cylindrical, superparamagnetic components such as
hese FFCNT composites. Relying upon the relationship between
éclet and Mason numbers, and the coupling coefficient as de-
ned in Eq. �11�, a modified Mason number better suited for the
FCNT can be calculated in the form

Ma =

3	�2� + 2a�2 ln
� L

2� + 2a
� − 0.8�

�0MH��� + a�2 − a2�
�12�

quation �12� demonstrates the appropriate interplay of hydrody-
amic forces and those arising from the applied magnetic field,
odified for the cylindrical geometry and superparamagnetic ma-

erial. The calculated Mason number for these flows varies from
.29 for a shear stress of 120 Pa and an induction field of 90 mT,
o 0.009 for 	=15 Pa and �0H=360 mT. These values represent
he two extremes in the range of Mason numbers for the experi-

ents shown in Figs. 9–11. As expected, the highest values coin-
ide with a Newtonian fluid-like response as observed when the
uid approaches an infinite shear-rate viscosity, and the lowest
alues coincide with the viscoplastic response observed at low
hear stresses.

The fluid viscosities both below and above the critical stress,
how a significant dependency on the magnitude of applied field
nd particle mass fraction. Likewise, the rate of shear thinning in
he critical stress zone varies by orders of magnitude between
ifferent mass fractions.

The shear thinning behavior of CNT dispersions was also stud-
ed by Yang et al. �55�. Critical stresses for CNT volume fraction
amples ranging from 0.04% to 0.42%, dispersed in low viscosity
4–6 cSt� poly-olefins, ranged from 0.04 Pa to 0.13 Pa, respec-
ively. Flow experiments were performed, and the shear thinning

ig. 11 Viscosity versus stress for 5% FFCNT at three induc-
ion fields
ehavior was fitted to the Cross model
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� − ��

�0 − ��

=
1

1 + b�̇ P
�13�

with values for P ranging from 0.560 to 0.772 in CNT suspen-
sions. This expression also accurately describes the present zero-
field rheological data as shown in Fig. 10. The range of data
available preclude accurate determination of �0, however the val-
ues of b=205 and P=0.725 are consistent with Ref. �55�. Further
rheological characterization with our FFCNT suspensions demon-
strated that a critical stress range still persists between 6 Pa and
12 Pa, even in the absence of a magnetic field.

Given the magnitude of the critical stress, and its persistence
from 5% to 20% w/w, the critical stress appears to arise due to
percolation of the cylindrical FFCNT composite. The range is
amplified from the previously mentioned critical stress based on
particle percolation due to the addition of superparamagnetic ma-
terial that provides an additional strengthening interaction among
the network elements. The lack of a stronger field dependence in
the critical stress is expected for ferrofluids but not for a MR fluid
in which the response is dominated by field-induced particle
chaining. Conversely, the dependence of the zero shear-rate and
infinite shear-rate viscosities on the induction field are expected
for an MR fluid, but not found in a ferrofluid. It seems that this
unique FFCNT composite exhibits attributes from both constitu-
ents, displaying a critical stress derived from a magnetically
strengthened percolation network as well as field- and mass-
fraction-dependent zero and infinite shear viscosities.

Final Remarks
We have reviewed the extensive literature on formulation tech-

niques that exist to create magnetically-modified carbon nano-
tubes and their suitability for a wide variety of applications.
Chemical and physical techniques have been utilized to introduce
a diverse range of magnetic materials within CNTs, thus dramati-
cally enhancing our ability to manipulate individual nanotubes,
functionalize their surface, and induce self-assembly of complex
nanostructures. Several of these techniques have been utilized to
create novel MR fluids, and their viscometric properties have been
demonstrated to enrich the range of rheological behavior that can
be achieved with this class of non-Newtonian fluids. With the
successful coupling of magnetic character to CNTs, it is possible
to explore other interesting combinations of magnetism with
unique CNT properties such as high electrical and thermal con-
ductivity. Ongoing work includes combined magnetoelectric rhe-
ology, which capitalizes on the strong dielectrophoretic forces
generated within the highly electrically conducting CNT, and the
magnetic coating surrounding the CNT.
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Nomenclature
V0 � sedimentation velocity �m/s�
� � magnetic shell thickness �m�
L � aggregate length �m�
�s � particle density �kg/m3�
� f � fluid density �kg/m3�
g � gravitational acceleration �9.81 m/s2�
a � particle, tube radius �m�
� � fluid viscosity �Pa s�

�0 � permeability of free space �4�
10−7 N/A2�
H � magnetic field �A/m�
� � magnetic susceptibility
� � ratio of magnetic aggregation force versus
Brownian dispersion force
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kB � Boltzmann constant �1.38
10−23 J /K�
T � temperature �K�

Ma � Mason number, dimensionless ratio of hydro-
dynamic to magnetic forces

	c � critical yield stress �Pa�
	 � applied shear stress �Pa�
� � particle volume fraction �v/v�
G � elastic modulus �Pa�
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